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Delivery & Shipping Policy 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

DB Invest Limited Dubai Branch Rep Office (Hereinafter referees as DB or the company) is a company 

licensed by Dubai Economy & tourism (DET) under the law of Dubai UAE with license number 119992. 

DB classified as branch of foreign entity & fully owned by DB Invest Limited that is incorporated under law 

of Seychelles with regulation number SD053 by Financial Service Authority. 

 

Once the potential client logged into company Website, client is requested to register Account, so client 

can use that account to be onboard legally with DB Invest Limited so the company can offer client the 

needed services as per selected by client as per the list of service over website field of online trading over 

FOREX & CFDs. Deliver the services to our clients in agreed conditions, and the time duration for the 

service to be delivered in high standards for client. 

 

Scope of work that DB Invest Limited is offering trading platform for client & client can do online trading 

over the needed selected pairs of FX & CFDs…etc. 

 

Duration to deliver any agreed service to be instant of creating the account for client using company 

website & the agreement of that, will be emailed to client using client email as confirmation that client 

created account with us & that’s is a valid way to make sure that client confirm the transaction of 

registration with us, so will be chargeback once client paid the fees of onboarding to other organization. 

 

Client is aware that there is no chargeback to be applied by client if there is a delay in submitting the task 

without a confirmation from company or delay from the client to finalize the process of onboarding and 

share needed information, aside to that company will do refund to client once there is a decent delay by 

7 working days or scope of work did not match with scope of work that is agreed by the client. 

 

(https://dbinvesting.com will NOT deal or provide any services or products to any of OFAC (Office of 

Foreign Assets Control), sanctions countries, high risk countries & FATF countries in accordance with the 

law of UAE. 

Company and client is aware that will be a multiple delivered of services from company to client side as 

per agreed task to be delivered to client, so client is subject to pay per every single task like trading over 

the pairs that client is willing to do that over it , max number of payments that can be 20 payments per a 

day per client and can be exceed depending on the finalized & agreed scope of work.  
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